
Sales Policy 

Our sales policy is subject to change and applies to all transactions, whether you choose to 

read it or not. 

We have two wait list options:                                                                                              

General Wait List - There is no deposit required to be placed on our general waitlist.  Those on 

the general waitlist will not be contacted directly when bunnies are available, but can keep an 

eye on our website for bunny updates and when they see that a bunny they are interested in is 

ready to reserve, they may email in their bunny request on reservation day.   Preference is 

given in the order of when they were placed on the list.  Once the bunny’s availability is 

confirmed, a non-refundable deposit of $40 must be sent through e-transfer within 12 hours to 

complete the reservation or the bunny will be offered to the next person on the list.                                                                                                                    

Priority Wait List – A $40 non-refundable deposit is required to be pre-paid in order to be 

placed on the priority list.  Those on the priority wait list will be contacted directly any time a 

bunny is available to reserve that matches their criteria.  Those on the priority wait list are given 

the first opportunity to choose from the available bunnies, before they are made available on our 

website to those on the general wait list.  You may choose to apply your deposit to one of the 

bunnies offered to you, or pass and wait for the next litter.  Deposits must be applied to one of 

the available bunnies within 90 days of going on the list.  Once the bunnies are offered to you, 

you will have 12 hours to confirm your choice or the bunnies will be offered to the next person 

on the list. 

Once a deposit is applied towards a bunny, that bunny is reserved for you and will not be 

offered to anyone else.  Deposits are not transferrable.  The deposit is applied towards the final 

purchase price upon pick up.  If you are unable to pick up at the time the rabbit is ready to go 

home with you, then the rabbit will be offered to the next person on the waitlist and the deposit 

will be forfeited. 

Bunnies are available to reserve after they have passed their initial health checks and are 

between 5 and 6 weeks old. 

Bunnies do not leave the rabbitry until they are 8 weeks old.  

If a rabbit that is reserved becomes unavailable for any reason, we will do our best to offer 

another rabbit of similar age and quality.  If one is not available then we will offer another from a 

future litter. 

Blossom Bunnies reserves the right to refuse or delay the sale of any rabbit at its sole 

discretion.  Reasons for this may include, but are not limited to, health changes, illness, death or 

unsuitable re-homing conditions.  If this is the case, the deposit will be returned or can be 

applied to another bunny.  If the buyer cancels the sale, the deposit will not be returned.   

All bunnies are sold as pets unless we are notified at the point of initial contact that you are 

looking for a show or brood quality rabbit.  Only registered and reputable breeders will be able 

to purchase brood rabbits.  Although many of our rabbits may be of show or brood quality, it is 

up to the buyer to determine if the rabbit suits their needs before purchase.   



Prices for show and brood rabbits are determined prior to sale.  Pedigrees are available for 

show and brood quality rabbits for an additional fee of $30 per rabbit. 

All prices quoted, unless otherwise stated, do not include pedigree.  Pet rabbits will not come 

with a pedigree. 

Although rare, it may be possible for a young bunny to leave the rabbitry improperly sexed.  If in 

doubt, the buyer may return to the rabbitry for the rabbit to be re-sexed at 12 weeks old. 

We cannot guarantee the personality of any rabbit.  We will do our best to give potential buyers 

a full picture of the temperaments of any bunny they are interested in.  All rabbits in our rabbitry 

are used to being handled and have not bitten while in our care, but even a rabbit with the best 

temperament could scratch or bite if scared or mishandled.  We are happy to go over proper 

bunny care and handling at the time of pick up. 

A sale is not considered complete until the rabbit is picked up and paid for in full. 

Deposits are payable through e-transfer.  Final payments are due in cash at pick up, or by e-

transfer prior to your pick up appointment. 

All sales are final. 

Blossom Bunnies guarantees that, to the best of our knowledge, all rabbits are free and clear of 

any disease, illness or injury at the completion of the sale.  At that time, due to risks beyond our 

control, we revoke any and all guarantees.  Risks may include, but are not limited to, incorrect 

handling, care or environment in their new home.  

Although not obligated, if a rabbit becomes ill or dies within 72 hours of leaving the rabbitry, 

Blossom Bunnies may choose at its sole discretion to replace with a rabbit of similar age and 

quality either immediately or in the future, or refund the purchase price.  The buyer must contact 

Blossom Bunnies immediately and provide a letter from their veterinarian with proof of illness or 

death within the indicated time frame.  Return of the rabbit may also be necessary.   

All medical costs and expenses are the responsibility of the buyer.  At no time will Blossom 

Bunnies, or any individual associated with Blossom Bunnies, pay for any veterinary or incidental 

costs for a rabbit that has left our care.   

We are available via email to answer any questions or concerns you may have throughout the 

life of any rabbit you receive from us.  We can offer advice to the best of our ability, based on 

our own personal experience.  It is the responsibility of the new owner to seek veterinary care 

when appropriate. 

Finally, we love hearing how our bunnies are doing in their new homes.  Pictures and updates 

are always welcome! 


